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Multiple-Profile Homogeneous Image Combination:
Application to Phase-Cycled SSFP and Multicoil Imaging

Tolga Çukur,∗ Michael Lustig, and Dwight G. Nishimura

Signal inhomogeneities in MRI often appear as multiplicative
weightings due to various factors such as field-inhomogeneity
dependencies for steady-state free precession (SSFP) imaging
or receiver sensitivities for coil arrays. These signal inhomo-
geneities can be reduced by combining multiple data sets
with different weights. A sum-of-squares combination is typi-
cally used due to its simplicity and near-optimal signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). However, this combination may lead to residual
signal inhomogeneity. Alternatively, an optimal linear combi-
nation of the data can be performed if the weightings for
individual data sets are estimated accurately. We propose a
nonlinear combination to improve image-based estimates of
the individual weightings. The signal homogeneity can be sig-
nificantly increased without compromising SNR. The improved
performance of the method is demonstrated for SSFP band-
ing artifact reduction and multicoil (phased-array and parallel)
image reconstructions. Magn Reson Med 60:732–738, 2008.
© 2008 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data sets can sometimes
be corrupted by multiplicative weighting factors (sensitiv-
ities) in the image domain. If these weightings are known,
then the resultant nonuniformities can be removed with
optimal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (1). However, this infor-
mation is usually not available, and separate sensitivity
measurements can be time consuming and prone to error.
A common strategy in reducing these nonuniformities has
been to combine multiple data sets with different sensitivi-
ties. In certain cases, these data sets are obtained through a
single acquisition, for example, phased arrays (1), whereas
in others separate acquisitions with different parameters
are needed to generate the data, for example, phase-cycled
steady-state free precession (SSFP) (2,3).

Balanced SSFP imaging (2) is of interest for a wide range
of applications including coronary artery imaging (4), car-
diac imaging (5), angiography (6), and musculoskeletal
imaging (7) due to its contrast properties and high SNR effi-
ciency. SSFP induces a complex image weighting, which
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depends on T1, T2, off-resonant frequency, and phase
cycling, with respect to a reference image with center-of-
pass-band SSFP contrast. Characteristic signal nulls/voids,
also known as banding artifacts, are formed in regions of
large field inhomogeneity.

Several data combination methods have been proposed
to reduce these artifacts (8–11). The maximum-intensity
(MI) (8) combination performs well only for a limited range
of T1/T2 values and tip angles. On the other hand, the
sum-of-squares (SOS) (9) technique achieves near-optimal
SNR; however, it has suboptimal banding removal perfor-
mance. Compared to MI and SOS, weighted-combination
(WC) SSFP (11) has significantly improved performance for
a broad range of parameters. However, this improvement is
achieved at the expense of lower SNR.

Multicoil imaging is another application in which the
images are corrupted by multiplicative weighting. Receiver
coil arrays can improve SNR (1,12) and accelerate the
acquisitions (13–15). Sensitivity encoding (SENSE) (14)
can increase imaging speed if the coil sensitivities can
be accurately measured or estimated. The aliasing in
the acquired images can be unfolded by solving a least-
squares problem. However, inaccuracies in the obtained
sensitivities will alter tissue contrast and yield residual
artifacts.

Various techniques for correcting the amplitude nonuni-
formity have been proposed for phased-array image recon-
struction (16–19). Some of these techniques rely on a priori
knowledge about the coil geometry and are thus imprac-
tical for use with flexible arrays (16,17). On the other
hand, proposed post-processing approaches are usually
computationally expensive (18,19).

For both SSFP and multicoil imaging, the overall sensi-
tivity of the final image depends on the individual sensitiv-
ities and the image combination method. Multiple data sets
have been usually combined with the SOS method. Alter-
natively, the sensitivities can be estimated, and an optimal
linear combination can reconstruct an image with homo-
geneous signal. The SOS combination can be used as a
normalization factor in the estimation (20). In either case,
the SOS combination can lead to amplitude modulations
across the field-of-view (FOV) due to the inhomogeneity of
the overall sensitivity.

In this work, we propose a new combination method
that significantly increases the signal homogeneity. A pth-
norm combination reduces signal nonuniformities when
compared with the SOS method. Although this combi-
nation suffers from a lower SNR, we can perform an
optimal linear combination to compensate for the deficit.
Improved sensitivity estimates are obtained from the data
itself and later used to determine the combination weights.
We demonstrate the method for SSFP banding artifact
reduction, and phased-array and self-calibrating parallel
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image reconstructions. In SSFP imaging, near-optimal-
SNR images with reduced banding artifacts are recon-
structed with center-of-pass-band SSFP contrast. In multi-
coil image reconstructions, the resulting increase in signal
homogeneity yields a more truthful representation of the
tissue-based image contrast.

THEORY

Multiple-Profile Image Reconstruction

For a multiple-profile MR experiment, where the data are
acquired with N separate sensitivities, the signal for the ith
profile is

mi = MSi , [1]

where M is the tissue-based MR signal, Si is the multiplica-
tive sensitivity, and noise is omitted for simplicity. The SOS
image,

Psos =
(∑

i

|mi |2
)1/2

= |M |
(∑

i

|Si |2
)1/2

, [2]

has amplitude modulations apart from tissue contrast,
because

∑
i

|Si |2 usually varies spatially.

Another approach is to optimally combine the data
after image-based estimation of the sensitivities (20). The
optimal linear combination image, Popt, is

Popt =
∑

i

miwi , [3]

where the weights (wi) are given by,

wi = S∗
i∑

i |Si |2 . [4]

The sensitivities are usually estimated as

Ŝi = 〈mi〉(∑
i

|〈mi〉|2
)1/2 , [5]

where 〈〉 denotes a low-frequency image reconstructed
from central k-space data. Because the coil sensitivities
vary slowly in space, an initial Fourier domain truncation
avoids noise amplification while only minimally degrad-
ing the spatial accuracy. Here, the denominator is assumed
to represent only tissue-based contrast. In fact, the denom-
inator contains spatial variations, because it uses an SOS
combination, and these variations are mistaken to be part
of tissue contrast by the reconstruction.

The pth-Norm Combination

We propose a pth-norm combination

Pnorm =
(∑

i

|mi |p
)1/p

= |M |
(∑

i

|Si |p
)1/p

[6]

to increase the signal homogeneity. The final
(

1
p

)
th power

operation ensures that the original image contrast is mini-
mally degraded. In the absence of noise, there is a value of

p at which
(∑

i
|Si |p

)1/p

has the flattest overall profile for a

given set of sensitivities.
The signal inhomogeneity yields high and low signal

points for each |Si |p profile. When there is at least one
profile for each pixel with a high signal contribution, the
inhomogeneity can be reduced by tailoring the resulting
combination to be dominated by that signal. This reduction
can be achieved by using larger values of p to weight the
high signal points much more heavily than the low signal
points.

In other cases, transition regions, where all profiles have
lower signal, may exist in between the high signal points.
The signal difference between the transition regions and
the high signal points have to be reduced in order to
decrease the overall inhomogeneity of the combination.
Therefore, smaller values of p should be used to weight
the low signal points more heavily.

Improved Sensitivity Estimation

When the individual sensitivities vary slowly in space
(e.g., multicoil imaging), a pth-norm combination can sim-
ply replace the SOS expression in the denominator of
Eq. [5]. However, in the general case, the inverse prob-
lem is ill-conditioned due to low amplitude image points
and noise. Therefore, a least-squares formulation is cou-
pled with Tikhonov regularization of finite-differences to
denoise the estimates. Given the measurements mi and a
reference image Mref (assumed to represent only tissue-
based contrast), the sensitivity for each acquisition (Si) is
obtained by solving:

arg min
S

(‖D(MrefSi − mi)‖2 + λR(Si)), [7]

where Mref is the pth-norm combination, and R(Si) denotes
the regularization term. D = √|Mref |, which weights the
error in sensitivity estimation such that background noise
regions are not considered. The SOS combination (p = 2)
approximately achieves the optimal SNR, if the SNR is
above a certain level (1). Therefore, Pnorm—if used for image
combination by itself—increases the signal homogeneity
at the expense of SNR for values of p other than 2 (11).
Because the sensitivity maps are denoised with the help of
a regularization term, the lower SNR of the reference image
minimally affects the estimates.

The obtained sensitivities can be used to determine the
weights (Eq. [4]) of the optimal linear combination (Eq. [3]).
Because the estimates are denoised, the image SNR of Popt is
only minimally degraded when the pth-norm combination
is used for sensitivity estimation as in Eq. [7].

METHODS

SSFP Banding Artifact Reduction

In multiple-acquisition SSFP, there is at least one profile
with a pass-band signal (high signal point) at each fre-
quency. Therefore, the banding artifacts can be reduced
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by allowing that pass-band signal to dominate the com-
bination. The WC-SSFP (weighted-combination) method
achieves this by weighting data by a power (p) of its
magnitude:

PWC =
∣∣∣∣∣
∑

i

|mi |pmi

∣∣∣∣∣
(

1
p+1

)
. [8]

As p is increased banding artifact reduction improves,
though at the expense of reduced SNR efficiency (11). The
Pnorm combination exhibits a nearly identical response to
WC-SSFP for large values of p.

To find the optimal p, Pnorm images are computed for a
wide range of practical p values, (0 50]. These magnitude
images are normalized such that the mean pixel intensity
is unity. Finally, the least-squares variation of each image
around its mean is computed. This variation descends ini-
tially as we start increasing p, because the banding artifacts
are further reduced. However, the artifacts cannot be com-
pletely removed, and some of the variation is due to the
inherent image contrast. Therefore, the variation reaches a
steady value after a certain p. The point at which the incre-
mental improvement falls down below 1% is used as the
optimal p in this study.

The corresponding Pnorm combination generates a refer-
ence image with center-of-pass-band SSFP contrast. Full-
resolution SSFP data can then be used to estimate the
individual sensitivities. It is important to note that separate
tissues have different sensitivities (due to different SSFP
profiles), and this will lead to an image structure in the esti-
mates based on relaxation parameters and off-resonance.

Simulations were performed along with phantom and
in vivo studies to demonstrate the proposed method. The
level of banding artifact reduction was quantified by mea-
suring the average signal ripple over a uniform area of tissue
(9). A 1.5 T GE Signa Excite scanner with CV/i gradients
was used in all experiments.

Simulated SSFP images of a three-layer phantom were
generated with two different phase-cycling schemes (0–
0 and 0–180). Off-resonant frequency was linearly varied
along the layers to simulate the SSFP profile. The corre-
sponding relaxation parameters for the three tissues were
T1/T2 = 270/85 ms for fat, 870/47 ms for muscle and
1000/200 ms for arterial blood. α = 30◦, and TR/TE =
10/5 ms were assumed. Bivariate Gaussian noise was added
to the data to achieve an individual SSFP image SNR of 15
for fat. Mref , SOS, and Popt images were computed.

3D SSFP images of three MnCl2-doped phantoms were
acquired with the following parameters: α = 30◦, 16 cm
FOV, 0.5 × 0.5 × 2 mm3 resolution, TR/TE = 20/10 ms, 30
kHz bandwidth, and four different phase-cycling schemes.
The phantoms had the following relaxation parameters:
T1/T2 = 1300/900, 800/375, and 250/50 ms. The SSFP data
were combined with the SOS method and the proposed
reconstruction.

In vivo brain images were acquired with a 3D SSFP
sequence with the following parameters: α = 30◦, 0.7 ×
1.3 × 4 mm3 resolution, 384 × 192 × 16 encoding, TR/
TE = 15/7.2 ms, 31.25 kHz bandwidth, two different phase-
cycling schemes, a total acquisition time of 1:32 min.
SOS and Popt reconstructions were again performed on the
acquired data.

FIG. 1. (a) Simulated SSFP phantom with three horizontal layers
of tissues: fat, muscle, and arterial blood (from top to bottom). The
off-resonant frequency was varied in the horizontal direction. There
are visible banding artifacts in this single-acquisition SSFP image.
(b) The initial reference computed with Pnorm depicts reduced band-
ing artifacts, but low SNR. Images were then reconstructed with the
SOS combination (c) and the proposed method (d). The SOS image
has visible ripples in the horizontal direction due to the suboptimal
artifact reduction of the method. On the other hand, the proposed
reconstruction successfully reduces banding artifacts in addition to
achieving near-optimal SNR.

Multicoil Image Reconstruction

In multicoil imaging, spatial locations aligned with the coil
sensitivity peaks have high signal. However, there are also
transition regions in between these peaks, where all coils
have lower sensitivities. Therefore, using a small value of
p in the Pnorm combination decreases the signal difference
between the sensitivity peaks and the transition regions.
In contrast with multiple-acquisition SSFP imaging, the
homogeneity of the individual profiles should be increased
to improve the overall spatial homogeneity.

The aforementioned methodology used for computing
the variance of SSFP images is used. The range of p val-
ues is changed to (0 2] due to the reasons explained in
the previous paragraph. In this case, however, there exists
an optimal p that minimizes the variance. That value
of p achieves the optimal compromise between the vari-
ance due to signal inhomogeneity and the variance due
to noise amplification. Afterward, the multicoil data are
used to estimate the coil sensitivities, and an optimal linear
combination is performed.

All experiments were performed on a 1.5 T GE Signa
Excite scanner with CV/i gradients. To demonstrate the
method in vivo, T1-weighted spin-echo brain images were
acquired with an eight-channel head coil. The acquisition
parameters were α = 90◦, 24 cm FOV, 0.7 × 0.7 × 4 mm3

resolution, TR = 300 ms, 31.25 kHz bandwidth, and a total
of 10 slices collected in 1:43 min. The images were recon-
structed as Psos, Pnorm (p = 0.5), and Popt (for p = 2 and
0.5).
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Table 1
The Percent Signal Ripple Across the Simulated and Experimental
Phantom Images for the SOS, Mref, and Popt Methods

SOS Mref Popt

Fat 17.6 9.0 9.3
Muscle 8.0 9.9 8.1
Blood 11.7 6.0 4.6

Phant A 13.2 8.8 9.1
Phant B 23.6 18.0 17.7
Phant C 12.1 12.9 11.8

The phantoms A, B and C have the following T1/T2 ratios: 1300/900
(upper-right in Fig. 2), 800/375 (upper-left), 250/50 (bottom) ms.

If the central portion of k-space is sampled densely
enough, improved coil sensitivity estimates can be
obtained with the proposed method (as in Eq. [7]) without
the need for separate calibration scans. Afterward, these
estimates can be used to perform a SENSE reconstruction.
For in vivo demonstration of the method, the acquisition
parameters were kept the same as the previous experiment.
The only exception was the in-plane resolution, which was
reduced to 1 mm. The central 1/16th portion of k-space
was fully-sampled for self-calibration purposes, whereas
the remainder was undersampled by a factor of two.

SNR Measurements

The combined multiple-profile data can have spatially
nonuniform signal intensity and noise. If all acquisitions

FIG. 2. 3D SSFP images of three phantoms with T1/T2 =
1300/900 (upper-right), 800/375 (upper-left), 250/50 (bottom) ms,
were acquired with the following parameters: α = 30◦, 16 cm FOV,
0.5 × 0.5 × 2 mm3 resolution, TR/TE = 20/10 ms, 30 kHz bandwidth,
and four different phase-cycling schemes. A single phase-cycled
SSFP acquisition (a) and the corresponding sensitivity estimate (b)
are shown. The acquisitions were combined with SOS (c) and the pro-
posed method (d). The ripples on the phantoms in the SOS image
are less noticeable with the proposed reconstruction in (d).

FIG. 3. In vivo 3D SSFP brain images were acquired with α = 30◦,
0.7×1.3×4 mm3 resolution, 384×192×16 encoding, TR/TE = 15/7.2
ms, 31.25 kHz bandwidth, and two different phase-cycling schemes
(0–0 and 0–180) within 1:32 min. Axial slices from the SSFP acqui-
sitions (a,c) and the corresponding sensitivity estimates (b,d) are
displayed. The acquisitions were combined with SOS (e) and the
proposed method (f). Again, the proposed reconstruction achieves
robust banding artifact reduction and more uniform gray/white matter
signal across the brain.

have low sensitivities within an ROI, the inherent SNR
will be lower. The pth-norm combination substantially
reduces the signal inhomogeneity; however, the noise com-
ponent is amplified along with the signal, yielding location-
dependent noise statistics. Therefore, both the signal and
the background noise were measured within the same ROI.

RESULTS

SSFP Banding Artifact Reduction

Simulated SSFP phantom images combined as Mref (p =
16.7), SOS, and Popt are shown in Fig. 1 along with
the single-acquisition SSFP data set. The initial reference
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FIG. 4. (a) A phantom image
was acquired with a quadra-
ture coil. For comparison, the
same phantom was imaged with
an eight-channel array, and (b)
Psos and (c) Pnorm combina-
tions were performed. Although
the Psos image has amplitude
variations, the Pnorm combination
closely matches the uniformity of
the quadrature coil image. The
cross-sections of the phantom
images across the dashed red
line are shown to demonstrate the
improvement in homogeneity with
Pnorm.

image based on Pnorm reduces banding artifacts, but has
lower SNR compared to the SOS combination. The Popt

combination preserves the banding reduction performance
of the initial reference image and the high SNR of the SOS
method (±8% variation). Table 1 lists the average ripple
across the simulated phantoms. Popt significantly improves
artifact reduction for fat and blood compared to the SOS
combination, and the two methods perform similarly for
muscle, for which the ripple is already low.

Figure 2 displays a single data set from a multiple-
acquisition SSFP experiment, the corresponding sensitiv-
ity estimate, and SOS and Popt (p = 20.9) reconstructions.
The ripples across the phantoms are less noticeable with
the proposed reconstruction, and the resulting SNR is
comparable to that of the SOS method (±13% variation).
Table 1 also lists the average ripple across the three phan-
toms for the SOS, Mref , and Popt methods. Phantom B
(T1/T2 = 800/375 ms), which has the lowest T1/T2 ratio
(worse banding artifacts), benefits the most from the Popt

reconstruction over SOS.
Figure 3 shows the in vivo results from 3D SSFP brain

scans (p = 10.5 for Popt). It is important to note that there is
some inherent image structure in the sensitivity estimates,
because the SSFP profiles are different for separate tissues.
The dark bands that are visible in the SOS reconstruction
are suppressed due to the superior artifact reduction of the
proposed method with minimal change in SNR (±9% vari-
ation for gray matter). The average ripple in gray matter
across the brain drops from 30.0% for SOS to 17.2% with
the proposed reconstruction.

Multicoil Image Reconstruction

Gradient-echo images of a uniform spherical phantom were
acquired with a quadrature coil, and an eight-channel head
coil as shown in Fig. 4. The Psos image reconstructed from
the multicoil data displays signal nonuniformity, whereas
the Pnorm method achieves the uniformity of the quadrature
coil image for p = 0.4. The average signal variation across

the phantom is 20.8% for the single-coil image, 70.1% for
Psos, and only 21.6% for Pnorm.

In vivo spin-echo brain images reconstructed as Psos and
Popt (p = 2) have high SNR; however, the central part of
the image is dimmer due to the array profile as shown in
Fig. 5a,c. The Pnorm image (Fig. 5b) achieves a flatter profile
and the gray/white matter signal is more uniform across the
brain, but the image has reduced SNR. The Popt combina-
tion for p = 0.5 (Fig. 5d) achieves a flat overall profile in
addition to near-optimal SNR. The average signal variation
across gray matter in the brain corresponding to the Psos,
Popt (p = 2), Pnorm, and Popt (p = 0.5) methods are 37.5%,
38.3%, 18.0%, and 19.6%. Popt (p = 0.5) also improves
average gray matter SNR by 29% over Pnorm, 13% over Psos

and 5.6% over Popt (p = 2).
The SENSE reconstructions for a twofold accelerated

acquisition were computed using the sensitivities esti-
mated according to Eq. [7] with p = 2 and p = 0.5.
Figures 5e,f demonstrate the improved flatness of the pro-
file with p = 0.5 and the enhanced depiction of accurate
image contrast. The average signal variation across gray
matter is reduced from 37.8% (p = 2) to 20.0 % (p = 0.5),
while SNR is minimally affected (6% increase) with p =
0.5.

DISCUSSION

Multiple data sets with different sensitivities can be com-
bined with a pth-norm operation to yield an image with
reduced corruption due to these sensitivities albeit with
reduced SNR. However, this image can instead serve as
a reference point for individual sensitivity estimation.
Once accurately estimated, the sensitivities are used to
determine the weights of an optimal linear combina-
tion. Thereby, a corruption-free image with near-optimal
SNR is produced by a simple reconstruction involving
image-based sensitivity estimation. We have applied this
technique to two important applications: banding artifact
reduction in SSFP imaging and multicoil image reconstruc-
tion.
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FIG. 5. In vivo brain images were acquired with a spin-echo
sequence and an eight-channel head coil with the following parame-
ters: α = 90◦, TR = 300 ms, 24 cm FOV, 0.7 × 0.7 × 4 mm3, 31.25
kHz bandwidth, and a total of 10 slices collected within 1:43 min.
(a) Psos, (b) Pnorm, (c) Popt (p = 2), (d) Popt (p = 0.5). The Psos and
Popt (p = 2) images achieve high SNR, but have coil sensitivity related
amplitude modulations that affect the image contrast. On the other
hand, the Pnorm method significantly increases the signal homogene-
ity at the expense of reduced SNR. The Popt (p = 0.5) combination
both improves the homogeneity and achieves near-optimal SNR as
seen in (d). Twofold undersampled brain images were acquired with
the same parameters, except for 1 mm in-plane resolution. The central
1/16th portion of k -space was fully sampled for calibration purposes.
The SENSE reconstructions for p = 2 (e) and p = 0.5 (f) are shown.
The signal homogeneity is enhanced with p = 0.5.

The use of low-resolution data for estimating the SSFP
sensitivities was recently proposed (21). However, the sub-
optimal banding reduction of the initial MI combination
and regions of fast susceptibility change hinder the per-
formance of that method. Instead, the method presented
in this work uses full-resolution data to yield an initial
banding-reduced reference image.

A potential improvement specific to SSFP sensitivity
estimation is related to the regularization term in the
inverse problem. Partial volume effects might lead to erro-
neous estimates at tissue interfaces with relatively low
resolutions. In such cases, regularization based on a total-
variation constraint will more accurately model the data
and yield improved estimates. However, significant partial
volume effects were not observed for the phantom and in
vivo acquisitions considered in this work.

The optimal p is determined by computing the least-
squares variation of the Pnorm image around its mean.
Although the accuracy of this method might be compro-
mised in the presence of significantly high tissue-based
contrast variations and noise, we did not observe such
problems for the experiments considered in this work. We
further determined that the least-squares variation and the
overall signal homogeneity are not strong functions of p,
giving a wide margin of error for the optimal p-value.

CONCLUSION

Multiple images acquired with different sensitivities can
be combined with significantly reduced signal inhomo-
geneity in two straightforward steps of low computational
complexity. First, the sensitivities are estimated from an
initial combination with improved homogeneity. After-
ward, the original data sets are linearly combined to yield
near-optimal SNR, where the weights are determined from
the sensitivities. The method can potentially improve
the reliability of SNR and contrast-to-noise-ratio (CNR)
measurements in the presence of inhomogeneous signal
reception. We have demonstrated successful reduction of
SSFP banding artifacts with near-optimal SNR. SSFP imag-
ing will benefit from the use of the proposed method
due to the increased immunity to field inhomogeneity.
We have further applied the method to phased-array and
self-calibrated parallel imaging reconstructions, yielding
improved spatial homogeneity and contrast accuracy.
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